Pressure-induced B1-B2 phase transition in AgX: revisited
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A large number of known AB compounds adopt the B1 (NaCl) structure. Under pressure, most of them transform to the B2 (CsCl) structure directly or via intermediate phases. The computational investigations suggest that the dense B2 phase is favored at high pressure for silver halides with the B1-structure (AgX, X=Cl, Br and I). The experimental studies have shown that AgCl transforms from B1 to B2 at 17 GPa, 200 °C [1]. In-situ X-ray work [1] showed two intermediate phases existing between the B1 - B2 phase transition in AgCl, with the structure of KOH and TlI, respectively. As for AgBr and AgI, both are known to undergo B1-KOH-type structural transitions [2] in the pressure range between 13 - 16 GPa. In this study, we extended the experimental conditions to higher pressure to investigate the phase transitions in AgBr and AgI and to find out if they share the same topological transition as AgCl under high pressure.

The silver halides were studied in the diamond anvil cell (DAC) by angular dispersive X-ray powder diffraction technique. The high-pressure phase transformations of AgCl, AgBr and AgI were investigated up to 28, 41 and 56 GPa, respectively. In AgCl, a phase transition sequence B1 → KOH → TlI → B2 was observed at high pressure, room temperature. The pathway of transformations in AgBr was found to be B1 → (unknown phase) → KOH → TlI at high pressure. The “unknown phase” observed in AgBr was found for the first time and has been detected in three consecutive runs carried out in this study. At 35.5 GPa, we applied the laser heating (estimated temperature ~ 500 °C) and found that TlI-type AgBr maintained the same structure type. For AgI, the KOH-type high-pressure phase was observed up to 27 GPa. Upon further compression to the pressure of 56 GPa, and after annealing by laser heating (estimated temperature ~ 500 °C), AgI did not transform to the B2 phase. Based on the current experimental results, we conclude that the topological transition of B1-KOH-TlI-B2 type AgCl can be achieved by applying pressure along. The occurrence of the TlI phase in AgBr at high pressures, shows that the structural transition sequence of B1-B2 in AgBr is similar to the one found in AgCl. Yet, an additional new low-pressure phase is found to exist in AgBr between the B1 and KOH phase.

Computational studies confirm the same transition sequence for the B1-B2 transition of AgI [3]. Within the experimental data resolution, KOH-type AgI is identified to be stable up to 27 GPa, at least. Compared with AgCl and AgBr, the stability range of the KOH-type AgI is surprisingly wide, an effect which has also been noted in the computational study [3]. However, our x-ray diffraction data of AgI above 40 GPa do not confirm the TlI structure type, which was predicted to be the stable polymorph in the computational studies [3].

In general, the transition pressures of this multiple series of solid-solid phase transformation are increasing with decreasing ionicity of this series of AgX compounds. The ionicities for AgCl, AgBr and AgI are 0.869, 0.847 and 0.775, respectively. The predicted pressures to reach the stability region of the B2-type structures for AgBr and AgI are above 35 GPa [4] and 105 GPa [5], respectively.
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